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ABSTRACT
Partially coherent light provides attractive benefits for different applications in microscopy, astronomy, telecom-
munications, optical lithography, etc. However, design and generation of partially coherent beams with desirable
properties is challenging. Moreover, the experimental characterization of the spatial coherence is a difficult
problem involving second-order statistics represented by four-dimensional functions that cannot be directly mea-
sured and analyzed. We discuss the techniques for design and generation of partially coherent structurally stable
beams and the recently developed phase-space tomography methods supported by simple experimental setups for
practical quantitative characterization of partially coherent light spatial structure, including its local coherence
properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Partially coherent light is demanded for numerous applications in microscopy, astronomy, telecommunications,
and optical lithography to name a few. A part from being more robust under the propagation through random
media the partially coherent light provides additional degrees of freedom for information encoding and decoding.
The development of computational optics has opened the way for engineering of light coherence state, that, in
general, include the control of temporal and spatial correlations and polarization yielding to very complex light
structure.
In parallel to design and generation of partially coherent beams with desired form and propagation behavior
different methods for their analysis have been created. Note that the coherence characterization is a rather
difficult problem because even in the scalar quasi-monochromatic case a two-dimensional (2D) beam is described
in paraxial approximation by a complex-valued function of four variables, Γ(r1, r2) = 〈f (r1) f∗ (r2)〉 referenced
below as a mutual intensity (MI). Here r = [x, y]t is a position vector at the plane perpendicular to the beam
propagation direction, f(r) is a complex field amplitude and 〈·〉 stands for ensemble averaging. Often its normal-
ized version, γ (r1, r2) = Γ (r1, r2) /
√
Γ (r1, r1) Γ (r2, r2) - the complex degree of spatial coherence, is considered.
For completely coherent field the MI is reduced to the product f (r1) f∗ (r2) and the problem is converted into
phase retrieval. It is easy to see that only the value Γ(r, r) corresponding to the intensity distribution can be
measured directly. Alternatively, the Fourier transforms of the MI: Wigner distribution (WD), Wf (r,p), (see,
for example, the review1 and the references therein) and Ambiguity function (AF), Af (r,p),2–4 respectively
Wf (r,p) =
1
s2
ˆ
dr′Γ (r+ r′/2, r− r′/2) exp (−i2piptr′/s2) , (1)
Af (r,p) =
1
s2
ˆ
dr′Γ (r+ r′/2, r− r′/2) exp (−i2piptr/s2) (2)
are used for coherence analysis. Here p = [u, v]t is a vector proportional to the spatial frequency with units of
length and s is a scaling factor with units of length used for proper function presentation. However, as well as
the MI, neither of these functions can be directly measured. The complexity of the problem increases in the
case of practical applications of beam analysis, because they usually require: Quantitative characterization of
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the spatial coherence state in the absence of a priori information about beam properties and fast acquisition as
well as processing of the experimental data.
In this work we discuss different strategies for synthesis and analysis of spatial structure of scalar quasi-
monochromatic partially coherent beams described by Gaussian statistics.
2. SYNTHESIS OF STABLE AND SPIRAL PARTIALLY COHERENT BEAMS
While there are different methods for synthesis of coherent beams with desired structural properties and their
further generation using computer generated holograms (CGHs), their generalization to the partially coherent
case is challenging. The simplest case is a generation of Schell model beams (SMBs) whose MI has a form
Γ(r1, r2) = γ (r1 − r2) f (r1) f∗ (r2), where γ (r) is the complex degree of spatial coherence defined above. The
SMB can be obtained by illuminating of the CGH which encodes f(r) with a partially coherent plane wave char-
acterized by γ (r) created from spatially incoherent light source according to the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem.5
Such beams maintain a similar spatial structure as their coherent counterparts described by the complex field
amplitude f(r), but have reduced speckle noise. The SMBs have been found useful for certain applications in
microscopy and lithography. However, they (except a Gaussian case) are not stable during propagation for a
long distance even if the coherent beam associated with f(r) is (see, for example,6). Here the stability means
that a beam does not change the form of its intensity distribution, except of the possible scaling and rotation
during propagation through homogeneous media and rotationally invariant systems. The beams whose intensity
distribution rotates during the propagation are referred to as spiral beams. The beam stability is a desirable
property for optical free-space communication, astronomy and other applications.
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Fig. 1. (a) A general scheme for acquisition of the WD projections. (b) Experimental setup with cylindrical glass lenses.
(c) Experimental setup with digital lenses implemented by spatial light modulators.
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In order to design the partially coherent stable and spiral beams (pSTBs and pSPBs, respectively) it is useful
to express the MI as a superposition of orthogonal mutually incoherent modes {ψn (r)}7as
Γ (r1, r2) =
∑
n
anψn (r1)ψ
∗
n (r2) , (3)
where an are real non-negative constants. It is easy to see that if the set {ψn (r)} is composed by stable modes,
then the MI does not change its form a part from possible scaling and quadratic phase during its propagation.
There are many sets, for example, Hermite-Gaussian (HG), Laguerre-Gaussian (LG), Hermite-Laguerre-Gaussian
(HLG) o Ince-Gaussian (IG) ones, that can be used for pSTBs design. We underline that all these modes
are eigenfunctions of the symmetric fractional Fourier transform (FrFT)3,8, 9 and therefore their complex field
amplitude does not change during propagation in free space a part from scaling and quadratic phase modulation.
Indeed, choosing an appropriate mode set, a number of modes and weights an a pSTB with desirable intensity,
orbital angular momentum, degree of coherence can be constructed. In particular, it has been shown in10 that
the MI of the Gaussian SMB can be decomposed in HG, LG or HLG modes depending on its orbital angular
momentum. Partially coherent vortex beams with a separable helicoidal phase have been synthesized11 using the
LG modes with the same topological charge as functions ψn (r). Another example corresponds to incoherent sum
of two complex conjugated vortex LG modes with opposite signs of the topological charge l. If a1 = a2 = 1/2 then
the obtained pSTB has the same intensity distribution as the used LG modes but its coherence degree written
in the polar coordinates is expressed by γ(r1, θ1; r2, θ2) = cos [l (ϑ1 − θ2)] . Thus, the field at two point with the
same angular coordinate θ is coherent, |γ| = 1. However, the field at the points such that (ϑ1 − θ2) /l = pi/2+pik
is uncorrelated. Analogously, using three LG modes the pSTB with flatten profile and rather complex coherence
relation has been obtained.6
Applying this approach to orthogonal coherent spiral beams the pSPBs can be synthesized. We recall that
a coherent spiral beam can be constructed as a coherent superposition of LG modes whose radial index p and
topological charge l satisfy the expression:12,13 2p + l(1 + υ) = const. Here the absolute value of the rational
parameter υ defines the velocity of the intensity rotation (number of loops) during beam propagation through
the symmetric FrFT system in the angle interval of 2pi, while the sign of υ indicates the rotation direction.
Then the incoherent combination of orthogonal spiral beams with the same parameter υ corresponds to a pSPB.
Note that the incoherent addition of orthogonal coherent stable beam to the pSPB does not change the rotation
behavior of the final beam.
For experimental generation of pSTBs and pSPBs composed by a few orthogonal modes spatial or temporal
hologram multiplexing can be used. In the first case N mutually incoherent beams are combined after being
modulated by the hologram encoded the mode ψn (r) (here n = 1, 2, ...N). In the second case the holograms
encoded the modes are implemented consequently using the same SLM. Note that the time of exposition of
N holograms has to be shorter than the temporal response of the system which use the synthesized partially
coherent beams.
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF PARTIALLY-COHERENT BEAMS
As we have mentioned above the complete characterization of scalar paraxial quasi-monochromatic partially
coherent beam requires the reconstruction of at least one of the 4D functions: MI, WD or AF. Since they cannot
be measured directly (MI and AF are in general complex-valued and the WD is a real function, but can take
negative values) the interferometric or diffraction methods are used for this purpose. The input data for the
reconstruction process is a set of 2D intensity distributions. For the reconstruction of the 4D function other two
independent parameters are required. To demonstrate the complexity of the problem consider the reconstruction
of one of these 4D functions sampled in a grid of N ×N ×N ×N points with double precision (8 B per sampling
point). In this situation, 32 GiB are required only to store the resulting function with N = 256. Moreover, this
excessive amount of information has to be registered and processed for the function recovery and its analysis.
Different techniques have been developed in the last decades14–23 yet none has demonstrated to be feasible
for quantitative estimation of the coherence properties of a general beam. Some methods assume certain hy-
pothesis about light-field model,14–16 its symmetry17,24 or coherence properties.22,25 Others apply pinhole or
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Fig. 2. The coinciding intensity distribution of the LG mode and the pSTB.
slit masks20–22 which alter the measurements and decrease the signal to noise ratio caused by significant power
reduction of the analyzed field. The phase-space tomography method23 avoid this drawback. Moreover, it allows
characterizing a beam without any a priory information about its coherence state as well as can take into account
the beam symmetry discovered during data acquisition. Phase-space tomography is based on the rotation of the
WD (and also the AF) after the beam propagation through ABCD systems and the measurements of the 2D WD
projections, which correspond to the intensity distributions at the output of these systems.3,26 Nevertheless, it
has not been widely used for coherence analysis so far due to three principal reasons: the absence of a setup for
rapid acquisition of the required experimental data and the inherent difficulties of reconstructing and analyzing
the resulting 4D functions associated to the light coherence information. Recently we have proposed two experi-
mental setups which allow automatized acquisition of the WD projections.24,27–30 Here we discuss the question
about what measured data are sufficient for beam characterization and how it can be optimally acquired.
All possible rotations in the phase space (r − p) can be described by the cascade of the three operators:
TβRT
γx,γy
F T
α
R. Here T
γx,γy
F is the 2D fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) for angles γx and γy (corresponding to
the WD rotation in planes x−px and y−py) and TαR is the rotation operator for angle α in the plane transverse
to beam propagation (x− y and px− py).3,9, 30 The FrFT is called symmetric and antisymmetric if γx = γy = γ
and γx = −γy = γ, respectively. Since the WD projection, P β,γx,γy,α(r), is a 2D function of spatial coordinates
r, then only two of the four parameters, γx, γy, α and β, independently changing in a pi-interval, are required
for the WD (and therefore the AI and the MI) recovery. Note that the rotation at angle β can be done digitally
after the projection acquisition.
The choice of the projection set is on the first turn restricted by the available setup. A general scheme of
optical setup which provides the acquisition of all possible WD projection is shown in Fig. 1(a). It comprises two
generalized lenses, each of which is a combination of two cylindrical lenses, and a digital camera. The positions
of all elements are fixed. The appropriate change of the power of the cylindrical lenses and the relative rotation
of their axis allow obtaining a desired WD projection. However, the requirement of the fast acquisition of a big
number of projections impedes the use of glass lenses of different power. On the other hand, the application of
the cylindrical lenses of fixed power limits the set of projections
{
P β,γ,−γ,α(r)
}
which can be registered by the
setup (see, Fig. 1(b)). The change of the angles in this case is obtained by lens (and if necessary image) rotations
- the process which can be easily automatized. However, the further recovery of the WD and the analysis of the
field correlations from this set require significant computational efforts. Then its application is more appropriate
for the beams which have a certain symmetry that allows reducing the set of the projections
{
P 0,γ,−γ,0(r)
}
and simplifying the reconstruction process. Thus it has been shown in24,31 that this set is sufficient for the
characterization of partially coherent beams separable in Cartesian coordinates whose MI is written in the form
Γ(r1, r2) = Γx(x1, x2)Γy(y1, y2). Moreover, the same projection set can be used for confirmation of the hypothesis
of beam separability.
Another type of the beams which can be completely characterized by the set of projections associated with the
antisymmetric FrFT is described by rotationally symmetric MI. The MI of such rotationally symmetric beams
(RSBs) satisfies the following condition: Γ(r1, r2) = Γ(M(θ)r1,M(θ)r2) for any angle θ, where
M(θ) =
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
]
.
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Fig. 3. Simulated (the first column) and theoretically predicted (the second column) phase (a), modulus (b) and
normalized modulus (degree of coherence) (c) of the MI of the LG mode, ΓLG(r + r0/2, r− r0/2), (the first row) and of
the pSTB, ΓΣ(r + r0/2, r− r0/2), (the second row) for the reference point r0 = (0.55, 0)mm.
Although it is not a property exclusive to RSBs, all of them present an intensity distribution that is rotationally
invariant. Coherent and partially coherent vortex beams are the more important subclass of the RSBs. The
rotational symmetry of the MI (and therefore the WD and AI) can be checked from the simple analysis of WD
projections associated with the antisymmetric FrFT.4,31 If the test fails then the complete set of the projections{
P β,γ,−γ,α(r)
}
has to be used for beam analysis. The procedure of the reconstruction of the MI of the RSBs
and its experimental verification can be found in,4,31 here we demonstrate the results of its application to the
pSTB discussed in Section 2. The pSTB is constructed as incoherent superposition of LG modes with the same
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Fig. 4. (a) Intensity distribution of the studied pSTB. (b) Experimentally recovered (dashed blue line) and theoretically
predicted (solid black line) modulus of the degree of coherence associated to the pSTB, |γ(r1, s)| for α0 = 0 and r1 =
(x1, 0) = (0.12, 0)mm.
radial index p = 2 and the opposite topological charge of modulus |l| = 2. The weights of both modes are equal
that means that the intensity distribution of the partially coherent beam is indistinguishable from the intensity
distribution of any of these modes (see, Fig. 2). However, the MIs of the beams are significantly different:
ΓLG(r1, r2) = LG
2
2(r1)
[
LG22(r2)
]∗
exp [2 (ϑ1 − θ2)] , (4)
ΓΣ(r1, r2) = LG
2
2(r1)
[
LG22(r2)
]∗
cos [2 (ϑ1 − θ2)] . (5)
The MI of the LG mode and of the associated pSTB have been reconstructed from 90 simulated WD projections
associated with antisymmetric FrFT (following the phase space tomography method proposed in4). They are
compared with the theoretically calculated ones in Fig. 3. In particular, the Fig. 3(a) corresponds to the MI
phase and the Fig. 3(b) corresponds to the MI modulus, while in the Fig. 3(c) the modulus of the coherence
degree is displayed. The good matching between the simulated and theoretically calculated beam coherence
characteristics verify the method applicability. We underline that not only the modulus but also the phase of
the MI are reconstructed. It is easy to see from the Fig. 3(c) that the field in the reference point is completely
correlated with the field in any other point (where the intensity distribution is not zero) in the case of the
coherent LG mode, while in the case of pSTB it occurs only for the points from the line of the same azimuthal
angle, x = 0, according to Eq. 5.
Note that other type of a priory information about partially coherent beam, for example a small number of
the MI modes, also allows using the reduced projection set for beam characterization and in additon applying
the compressive phase space tomography technique proposed in.25
In the case when there is no a priori information about the beam coherence state the set of projections for two
independent angles has to be used. As we have mentioned before in order to measure the projection which does
not belong to set
{
P β,γ,−γ,α(r)
}
using the setup with fixed elements positions from Fig. 1(a), we need to change
the lens power. This can be done easily if the lenses are digitally implemented by spatial light modulators. The
photograph of such experimental system developed in our laboratory27 is shown in Fig. 1(c). While this setup
allows automatized video-rate measuring of any projection set suitable for the WD reconstruction (for example
one which we have discussed above or the set
{
P 0,γx,γy,0(r)
}
corresponding to the FrFT used in23) there is a set
which is more appropriate for practical application of the phase space tomography. This set,
{
P 0,0,γ,α(r)
}
, as it
has been demonstrated in32 allows simultaneous performing of the data acquisition and processing. Since every
projection subset for a fixed angle α0 is an independent entity, then the WD and the MI of the optical field at
the points along the parallel lines which form angle α0 with the axes y can be obtained from this subset. This
allows starting the beam analysis before the complete projection set is acquired. Moreover, as one projection
subset slice
{
P 0,0,γ,α0(x0, y)
}
is independent of the rest, the data processing is inherently prepared for parallel
computing.
For experimental demonstration of this method the pSTB composed by two mutually incoherent LG modes
LG30 and LG14 with the weights 3/4 and 1/4 correspondingly has been generated by temporal hologram mul-
tiplexing. Measuring 180 projections of the subset
{
P 0,0,γ,α0(x0, y)
}
for α0 = 0 and γ ranging in (pi/2,3pi/2)
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the MI and the degree of coherence of the field between the points belonging to the same vertical line have
been recovered. In Fig. 4(a) the intensity distribution of the generated beam is displayed. The experimentally
retrieved (dashed blue line) and theoretically predicted (solid black line) moduli of the degree of coherence are
shown in Fig. 4(b). The rather complicated curve described the |γ| is well recovered from the experimental data.
The small disagreement between two curves is explained by the deviations of the generated pSTB (due to the
hologram encoding) from the theoretical one.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The further application of partially coherent light will certainly require the encoding and decoding the information
it carries on. We have considered the methods of synthesis and generation of partially coherent stable and spiral
beams which have the potential application for free-space communication and atmosphere monitoring. Several
phase space tomography techniques suitable for practical quantitative analysis of partially coherent beams have
been discussed. The diversity of the WD projection sets allows using various lens configurations and different
reconstruction algorithms for beam characterization. While some of them can be applied to a priori unknown
beams, others are sustained by hypotheses about the beam symmetry o its coherence model that simplify and
accelerate the MI reconstruction process. The incorporation of high-speed digital cameras and spatial light phase
modulators for digital lens implementation as well as electromechanical devices for cylindrical glass lens rotation
in the discussed experimental setups will further increase the benefits of these techniques.
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